We propose an application of the ridgelet transform to semantic objects which are produced by the watershed segmentation. The ridgelet transform is effective in representing line singularities; therefore, it's a powerful tad for coding. Moreaver, it has the advantageous property of rotating B black easily by shining eoef. eients in ridgelet domain. Neveriheless, the rotating target is not a rectangular black but a real object.
I. INTRODUCTION
The ridgelet transform, defined by CandPs and Donoho in [I] , is constructed using the I-D wavelet transform after applying the Radon transform to images. The Radon transform based on line integral, is very effective in representing line singularities: and its wavelet transform achieves high coding perfomance. Recently, many ridgelet-based mcthods have been proposed and studied; Candks and Donoho developed a new multi-scale transform called the curvelet WAnsform 121.
In that method, a picture is decomposed into sub-bands and divided into rectangular blocks. The ridgelet transform is then applied to each block. On t hhe other hand, Do and colleagues apply the ridgelet transform to quad-tree segmentation, which subdivide regions into four blocks recursively [3] . The ridgelet transform is a powerful tool for coding and denoising [4] . The ridgelet 1rdnSfOrm h nother beneficial property: image rotation is vary easy by shifting coefficients in ridgelet domain. However, lhe rotating target is not a rectangula block but a r e d object. In the cumelet sub-band decomposition and the quad-tree segmentation, a picture is divided into rectangular blocks, but dividing into semantic objects is more useful for rotation. We propose the ridgelet transform for a semantic object which is divided using the watershed segmentation [SI.
To the present, various techniques and algorithms have been proposed for image segmentation. Among them, morphological segmentation technique called the watershed segmentation, is paticular interesting because it is extremely useful for dealing with object-oriented criteria. In addition, each region has semantic visual information [ 6 ] .
We divide a picture into semantic objects using the watershed segmentation and convert luminances in each object by the ridgelet transform. Scanning objects with rotation in ridgelet domain is applicable to object detection, predictive coding and motion compensation [7] . This paper presents discussion of predictive coding with our method. Our simulations show the effect of a reference object with rotation in ridgelet domain.
REPRESENTATION OF SEMANTIC OBJECTS

A . The ridgelet rransfonn
We start by briefly reviewing the ridgelet 
where 5 = (cos8,sin8). Fig. I shows an example ridgelet, which is shifted by b, resized by n, and rotated by 8. We define the Radon trdnsform as
The ridgelet transform can be denoted using the Radon transform as
s,
The ridgelet transform is an application of the I-D wavelet transform to a slice of the Radon transform. Rotating regions e a i l y in the ridgelet domain is given from the property of the Radon transform. 
B. The watershed Segmentation
Consider a drop of water on a topographical image surface. The water streams downwad, reaching a minimum heighc at which it stops. Catchment water basins arise. Finally the region boundaries are given by watersheds between them. This procedure is called the watershed segmenkdon, which is described by Beucher and Lantuejoul [6] . Lines of boundaries describing contours remain in the picture. However, in this paper, we have to joint adjacent regions each other, so we add morphological operation moreover. Because of noise in pictures, this algorithm engenders over-segmentation. Therefore, over-segmented images may require merging of some regions. In this paper, adjacent regions a x merged recursively in the case of
where R . and Rb are adjacent regions, noe(R) is the average value of luminances in region R, and T is a threshold.
C. Trans/orm semantic object into ridgelet domain
After the watershed segmentation and over-segmentation merging, we obtain an appropndle set of semantically shaped objects. Objects 04 are separilted into images J < ( x ) as Fig. 4(a) ).
Because ouhide of object oi in an image fG(x) is 0, there are some coefficients which must he 0 in R I D , (a, b, 8) . These Fig. 4(b) .
Therein, R i D i ( a , b,!) is a result of the ridgelet transform of object shadow fi(x). In the case of Mi(a,b,8) = 1, coefficients of RIDi(a,b,B) are significant and encoded. A matrix description of M i ( a , b,B) is shown in
ROTATION OF SEMANTIC OBJECTS
Angle B in ridgelet domain RID(a,b,B) is usually described from 0 to ?i because the ridgelet Wansfom has a basic property as
R I D ( a , b , B + r ) =RID(u,-b,B). (11)
If 0 is over r or under 0, we turn the region of coefficients upside down for b directly. Let us consider a ridgelet matrix, for example in Fig. 4 namely the matrix R I D , is shifted left BO. We show an example of rotating object in Fig. 5 .
IV. SIMULATIONS
We use the first and second frame of "Claire" images, which is a widely used standard movie ( see fig. 2(a) ). These images have a resolution of 288 x 352 pixels; each pixel has 256 grayscale levels (8 bits per pixel). We simulate using a MATLAB toolkit: including some product functions radon(), watershed(),
etc.
Firsf we divide the pictures into semantic objects using the watershed segmentation: then, we merge over-segmented regions into semantic objects. These objects are separated into individual objects and normalized by their respective centroids. Then, face objects from the first and second frame are obtained. The face abject in the second frames is shown in Fig. 3 and Table I . The shape of the face is not well extracted in Fig. 3 (see the shirt collar) . We need some pre-filtering before marging regions to avoid over-segmentation of the watershed algorithm. We discuss it next step. Since we cut useless space in the pictures, these image size is 128 x 128 pixels. There are 4943 pixels in the face. The data rate in the face except blank is 6.87 bits per pixel; the data rate is an entropy suggested the amount of information. The face objects are converted into the ridgelet domain, sec Fig. 4(a) , which size is 223 x 181 coefficients. The number of significant coefficient is 24591. We quantize these coefficients by uniform quantization, which is set by dividing the dynamic range of the ridgelet coefficients by 256. Then, the ridgelet domain data rate except the mask is 4.13 bits per coefficient. The quality of the reconstructed image is 31.92 dB. We rotate the face for clockwise angle 10" by shifting ridgelet domain, see Fig. 5 .
We attempt to encode the face object in the second frame by predictive coding with the first frame. The ridgelet coefficients of the face object in the second frame are subtracted from the value of the first frame. We do uniform quantization lo these coefficients. The size of quantization step is set in some cases by dividing the dynamic range of the ridgelet coefficients by 256, 128, 64, 32, and 16. Finally, we encode quantized coefficienu by entropy coding. Results of bit rate and quality in the predictive coding or no prediction are shown in Fig.   6 . We have observed better performance in predictive coding than no prediction. For example, the encoded d a h is reduced 0.25 bit per coeficient by predictive coding in the case that the reconstructed image is 28.0 dB.
We rotate the face in the second frame for clockwise angle 10". Predictive codings with reference of the face in the fint frame whichis rotated forclockwise angle 7",8".9", loo: 1 l 0 , and 12" by shifting ridgelet domain are done. These bit rates and quality ilre shown in Table I1 (quantization step = 16).
Rotating the first frame for clockwise angle 10". which is the Same angle of the second frame, shows best performance in our simulation. We can get the advantage ofrotation, but under roughly comparison, the improvement in the prediction with rotation is a little more than no-prediction (only 0.03 bit per coefficient: see Tablc I and 11). We need more simulation under vuious situation and confirm the usefulness of our method. 
V. CONCLUSION
We discussed the methods of representation of pictures using the watershed segmentation and the ridgelet transform. The ridgelet transform is very effective in representing line singularities: For that reason, it is a powerful tool for coding and denoising. Moreover, it has a good property for rotating a block easily in ridgelet domain. However the rotating target is not a rectangular block but a real object. Then, we proposed the ridgelet transform for a semantic object, which are produced by the watershed segmentation. We described the method, and do simulations. The predictive coding with our method was attempted. Reference object with rotation in ridgelet domain is very effective for prediction. So far, we discuss the foundation of our method, then in our next step, we are going to implement a PrdCIiCd application and do more numerical experiments. Especially, we need some discussion about pre-filtering before marging over-segmented regions, and quantization for ridgelet coefficients. We have to show the useful situation for our method clerly. Our on-going works will address object detection, and encoding with motion compensation using our method.
